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“Thousands of partners sign in to our 

platform every hour. The response time 

from the Face API is incredible, enabling 

us to verify our drivers without slowing 

them down.”

Dima Kovalev, Product Manager, Uber

Face API Read Case Study Here



“The results are very impressive. The 

Microsoft Cognitive Services 

Recommendations API has helped us 

take a big step in improving our user 

experience and building more loyalty 

to our services”

With Cortana Intelligence Suite 

capabilities and Azure Machine 

Learning APIs, we are looking forward 

to additional integrations that will give 

us the flexibility to use data in different 

ways so we can continue to build new 

services for our customers.”

Joana Pina Pereira, 
Head of TV Business Department
MEO at Portugal Telecom

A better TV Experience





Open CV and Tensorflow



Business Problem
The space between the top of the cart and the bottom of the cart is 

responsible for millions of dollars worth of merchandise that is unpaid. 

How do we stop this pragmatically?

Key Business Value:
Reducing Fraud is adding millions back to the bottom line without 

doing much. By having a camera that scans the bottom of the cart, 

cashiers can make sure that all products are scanned and accounted 

for.

Technologies Used:
Computer vision, Object Detection, and Machine learning.

Industry Sector / Domain: 
Retail industry

Bottom of the 

Basket Fraud and 

Theft Analysis
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pL-c00M2CnI


Roll your own with REST APIs

Simple to add: just a few lines of code 
required

Integrate into the language and platform 
of your choice

Breadth of offerings helps you find the 
right API for your app

Built by experts in their field from 
Microsoft Research, Bing, and Azure 
Machine Learning

Quality documentation, sample code, 
and community support

Easy Flexible Tested

GET A
KEY



Microsoft 
Cognitive 
Services
Give your apps 
a human side



Cognitive Services

microsoft.com/cognitive



Computer Vision API

Distill actionable 
information from 

images

Video API

Analyze, edit, and 
process videos within 

your app

Face API

Detect, identify, 
analyze, organize, 
and tag faces in 

photos

Emotion API

Personalize 
experiences with 

emotion recognition

Vision



VisionSpeech

Bing Speech API

Convert speech to text 
and back again, and 
understand its intent

Speaker Recognition API

Give your app the ability 
to know who's talking

Custom Recognition 
Intelligent Service

Fine-tune speech 
recognition for anyone, 

anywhere



Speech

Bing Spell 
Check API

Detect and correct 
spelling mistakes 
within your app

Language Understanding 
Intelligent Service (LUIS)

Teach your apps to 
understand 

commands from 
your users

Web Language 
Model API

Leverage the power 
of language models 

trained on web-
scale data

Linguistic 
Analysis API

Easily parse 
complex text with 
language analysis

Text Analytics 
API

Detect sentiment, 
key phrases, topics, 
and language from 

your text

Language



LanguageKnowledge

Academic Knowledge 
API

Explore relationships 
among academic 

papers, journals, and 
authors

Recommendations 
API

Provide personalized 
product 

recommendations for 
your customers

Knowledge 
Exploration Service

Add interactive search 
over structured data to 

your project

Entity Linking 
Service

Contextually extend 
knowledge of people, 
locations, and events



KnowledgeSearch

Bing Web 
Search API

Connect powerful 
search to your apps

Bing Video 
Search API

Trending videos, 
detailed metadata, 

and rich results

Bing 
Autosuggest API

Give your app 
intelligent autosuggest 
options for searches

Bing Image 
Search API

Bring advanced 
image and 

metadata search to 
your app

Bing News 
Search API

Link your users to 
robust and timely 
news searches



Create your own 

LU model

Train by providing examples

Deploy to an HTTP endpoint 

and activate on any device

Introducing Language Understanding Intelligence Service 
(LUIS)

A Microsoft Cognitive Service that provides developers with an easy way to create language 

models to allow applications to understand user commands.

Maintain model with ease





Application patterns

People

Automated 
systems

Action

Apps

Intelligence

Business 
apps

Custom 
apps

Sensors 
and 
devices

Data



Transform data into intelligent action with Cortana 
Intelligence

Data Intelligence Action

People

Automated 
Systems

Apps

Web

Mobile

Bots

Intelligence

Cognitive 

Services

Dashboards & 

Visualizations

Power BI
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Management
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Data Factory 

Big Data Stores

SQL Data 

Warehouse

Azure Storage

Data Lake 

Store

Data 

Sources

Apps

Sensors 

and devices

Data

Bot 

Framework

CNTK

Bing Predicts

Machine Learning 

and Analytics

HDInsight 

(Hadoop and 

Spark)

Stream 

Analytics

Data Lake 

Analytics

Machine 

Learning

Microsoft 

R Server

Data 

Science 

VM





Content of Image: 

Categories v0: [{ “name”: “animal”, “score”: 0.9765625 }]

V1: [{ "name": "grass", "confidence": 0.9999992847442627 },

{ "name": "outdoor", "confidence": 0.9999072551727295 },

{ "name": "cow", "confidence": 0.99954754114151 },

{ "name": "field", "confidence": 0.9976195693016052 },

{ "name": "brown", "confidence": 0.988935649394989 },

{ "name": "animal", "confidence": 0.97904372215271 },

{ "name": "standing", "confidence": 0.9632768630981445 },

{ "name": "mammal", "confidence": 0.9366017580032349, 
"hint": "animal" },

{ "name": "wire", "confidence": 0.8946959376335144 },

{ "name": "green", "confidence": 0.8844101428985596 },

{ "name": "pasture", "confidence": 0.8332059383392334 },

{ "name": "bovine", "confidence": 0.5618471503257751, 
"hint": "animal" },

{ "name": "grassy", "confidence": 0.48627158999443054 },

{ "name": "lush", "confidence": 0.1874018907546997 },

{ "name": "staring", "confidence": 0.165890634059906 }]

Describe

0.975 "a brown cow standing on top of a lush green field“

0.974  “a cow standing on top of a lush green field”

0.965  “a large brown cow standing on top of a lush green field”
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Call to action

▪ Get started for free at https://www.microsoft.com/cognitive-services

▪ New unified documentation portal: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/cognitive-services/

▪ Re-visit Build session recordings on Channel 9.

▪ Continue your education at
Microsoft Virtual Academy online.

https://www.microsoft.com/cognitive-services
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cognitive-services/
https://channel9.msdn.com/Events/Build/2017
http://microsoftvirtualacademy.com/
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Conclusion
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Please use EventsXD to fill out a session evaluation.

Questions?

Thank you!


